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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
This section describes the safety precautions related to the use of Stretch press Machine. It is
essential that these precautions be observed by users to ensure the safe operation of machines
equipped with a CNC unit (all descriptions in this section assume this configuration). Users
must also observe the safety precautions related to the machine, as described in the relevant
manual supplied by Microtrol Engineering. Before attempting to operate the machine or create a
program to control the operation of the machine, the operator must become fully familiar with
the contents of this manual and relevant manual supplied by the machine tool builder.

WARNING
Never attempt to stretch a workpiece without first checking the operation of the
machine. Before starting a production run, ensure that the machine is operating
correctly by performing a trial run using, for example, the single block, feedrate override,
or machine lock function or by operating the machine with neither a tool nor workpiece
mounted. Failure to confirm the correct operation of the machine may result in the
machine behaving unexpectedly, possibly causing damage to the workpiece and/or
machine itself, or injury to the user.
Before operating the machine, thoroughly check the entered data. Operating the
machine with incorrectly specified data may result in the machine behaving
unexpectedly, possibly causing damage to the workpiece and/or machine itself, or injury
to the user.
Ensure that the specified feedrate is appropriate for the intended operation. Generally,
for each machine, there is a maximum allowable feedrate. The appropriate feedrate
varies with the intended operation. Refer to the manual provided with the machine to
determine the maximum allowable feedrate. If a machine is run at other than the
correct speed, it may behave unexpectedly, possibly causing damage to the workpiece
and/or machine itself, or injury to the user.
When using a tool compensation function, thoroughly check the direction and amount of
compensation. Operating the machine with incorrectly specified data may result in the
machine behaving unexpectedly, possibly causing damage to the workpiece and/or
machine itself, or injury to the user.
The parameters for the CNC and Fanuc are factory-set. Usually, there is no need to
change them. When, however, there is not alternative other than to change a
parameter, ensure that you fully understand the function of the parameter before
making any change. Failure to set a parameter correctly may result in the machine
behaving unexpectedly, possibly causing damage to the workpiece and/or machine
itself, or injury to the user.
Immediately after switching on the power, do not touch any of the keys on the MDI
panel until the position display or alarm screen appears on the
CNC unit.
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Some of the keys on the Operator panel are dedicated to maintenance or other special
operations. Pressing any of these keys may place the CNC unit in other than its normal
state. Starting the machine in this state may cause it to behave unexpectedly.
The User’s Manual and programming manual supplied with a CNC unit provide an
overall description of the machine's functions, including any optional functions. Note that
the optional functions will vary from one machine model to another. Therefore, some
functions described in the manuals may not actually be available for a particular model.
Check the specification of the machine if in doubt.
Some functions may have been implemented at the request of the machine-tool builder.
When using such functions, refer to the manual supplied by the machine-tool builder for
details of their use and any related cautions.
The liquid-crystal display is manufactured with very precise fabrication technology.
Some pixels may not be turned on or may remain on. This phenomenon is a common
attribute of LCDs and is not a defect.
Programs, parameters, and macro variables are stored in nonvolatile memory in the
CNC unit. Usually, they are retained even if the power is turned off. Such data may be
deleted inadvertently, however, or it may prove necessary to delete all data from
nonvolatile memory as part of error recovery. To guard against the occurrence of the
above, and assure quick restoration of deleted data, backup all vital data, and keep the
backup copy in a safe place.
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ME-1250F Control Description
Control Description
The ME-1250F CNC is a state of the art, multi axis stretch press control system that
provides reliable stretching function with easy to use programming and operation
functions. The system uses industrial style computer with a Fanuc Powermotion Control
system to give the customer the best stretching solution.
The ME-1250 consists of 3 major components that allow the stretch press to form parts
per the programmable input. These systems are the Fanuc iHMI, Fanuc #0 series
Powermotion control and distributed I/O modules
Fanuc iHMI 21.5-inch Screen/PC:
The system PC is a windows style computer utilizing industrial computer hardware for
reliability and ease of maintenance. The computer runs a custom VB HMI interface that
allows the operator to program several operations and functions to perform the needed
stretching operations. The PC communicates servo info and I/O though a HSSB fiber
optic cable to the Fanuc control.
Fanuc Controller:
The Fanuc controller controls the basic operations and servo systems of the machine as
well as handling the remote I/O communication to the I/O system. Communication to
the Fanuc from the PC is handled by a HSSB interface that allows axis commands,
parameters and I/O functions.
Remote I/O stations:
These units control the solenoids, servos controller and analog I/O to each of the
controlled axes. The communication is handled though a high-speed IO Link to machine
hydraulic magnetics panel located on the right side of the machine.
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Operator Control Panel
The main operator control panel is made up of four different panels that allow the
operator to program, operate and move the machine. These panels are:
LCD screen
This panel is in the upper center of the operator panel and displays the HMI program
and user interface.
Machine On/Control On Panel
This panel is in the upper left of the main console and has 4 pushbuttons to turn on the
control and hydraulics.
Main Operator Control Panel
The panel hold the pushbuttons that are used by the operator to manually jog, run
automatic cycle, and input data to the control
Machine Keyboard
This contains a qwerty styled keyboard for operation input.
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Pushbutton Descriptions
Machine On/Control On Panel
Control On Pushbutton
When pressed, this pushbutton turns on the ME-1250F Control
power and boots up the iHMI and Fanuc controllers.
Control Off Pushbutton
When pressed, this button turns off the ME-1250F Control.
Machine On Pushbutton
When pressed, this button starts the main hydraulic system.
The light on this pushbutton will flash while the hydraulic system
sequence start is running. When it goes solid, the hydraulic
system and servos are ready for operation.
Machine Off Pushbutton
When pressed, this button turns off the main hydraulic system.
ESTOP Pushbutton
This Pushbutton is a locking pushbutton that shuts down all hydraulics and motion of
the machine in case of an emergency or danger to personnel or the machine.

Alarm Section
ALARM Lite
This Lamp indicates that the machine has encountered a
machine warning or fault. To display the message, press the
ALARM menu at the top of the HMI. To clear an alarm,
press the RESET Pushbutton.
RESET Pushbutton
This button is used to reset the control and will clear alarms
and reset the program back to the start. If this button is pressed while the machine is in
operation, the axes will stop motion and the control will be placed in the non-cycle
mode.
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Center Cycle Controls

PAUSE Pushbutton
This Pushbutton is used to pause the axis motion during the automatic cycle on the die
table, carriages and jaw swing cylinders. When the button is pressed, the axis motion
will stop. If it is pressed again, the machine will resume movement. When the system
is pause, the led on the pushbutton will illuminate.
CYCLE START Pushbutton
This Pushbutton is used to start the forming cycle based on the current program. If the
machine is in the automatic mode and the jaws are closed, pressing this button will start
and run the Snug, Pre, Form, Post and Relax cycle sequentially (If programmed). In the
MDI mode, this button will start the step program wrap operation only.
CYCLE STOP Pushbutton
This Pushbutton is used stop the cycle after the current step has completed its motion.
To stop the axes during motion, use the PAUSE pushbutton. To continue the cycle,
press the cycle start again.
SNUG Pushbutton
The SNUG pushbutton starts the snug section of the part program if the machine in in
the MDI mode and the jaws are clamped. The axes will move to the programmed
location set in the SETUP page of the control. This function is used to form parts with
individual cycles instead of the auto form mode.
PRE-Pushbutton
The PRE pushbutton starts the preform section of the part program if the machine in in
the MDI mode and the jaws are clamped. This function is used to form parts with
individual cycles instead of the auto form mode.
RELAX Pushbutton
The RELAX pushbutton starts the relax section of the part program if the machine in in
the MDI mode and the jaws are clamped. The axes will move to the programmed
location set in the SETUP page of the control. This function is used to form parts with
individual cycles instead of the auto form mode.
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UNLOAD Pushbutton
The UNLOAD pushbutton starts the programmed loading cycle if the jaws are open and
the machine is not currently in cycle. The axes will move to the programmed location set
in the SETUP page of the control. It is only enabled to work if the auto or MDI modes
have been selected.
RETURN Pushbutton
The RETURN pushbutton starts the programmed return cycle if the jaws are open and
the machine is not currently in cycle. It is only enabled to work if the auto or MDI modes
have been selected.
SHIFT AXIS Selector
The Shift Axis selector switch allows the operator to shift the part while loaded in the
jaws left or right. If the part is to be shifted to the left, the machine will move the left
carriage out while moving the right carriages in, keeping the distance between the
carriages the same. When the selector is released, the axes will stop.

Mode Control Selector Switch

MODE SELECTOR SWITCH
This 4-position selector switch selects which mode the control system operates in. The
4 modes are:
• Manual – In this mode, all the axes can be jogged
• MDI – in this mode, the control system runs in the semi-automatic mode by using
the cycle pushbuttons to form a part. This is the main standard mode the control
works in
• EDIT – this mode displays the step editor for program editing
• AUTO – this mode allows the program to run any of the select cycles one after
another in automatic mode.
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Overrides

Feedrate Overrides
There are 3 feedrate overrides on the ME1250F control system. These rate overrides
adjust the rates programmed in the system from 0-100 percent. The 3 are used to
control different operations of the press

The Jaw Rate Override is used for all manual motion and the Return cycle
The Carriage Overrides is used for the Snug, Pre, Relax and Unload operations
The Die Table Rate Pot is used for all wrap program and Post cycles.

Console Select
The console selector determines whether the control
pushbuttons are used or the remote operator buttons.
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Left Carriage/Yoke Controls

Left Carriage Manual Far Out Pushbutton - PB8
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the far side carriage cylinder to
move in an outward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move outward until
either the Stop pushbutton is pressed, the angle of the carriage is larger than 15
degrees, or the axis reaches the out-limit position. While the axis is moving, the lamp
on the pushbutton will be lit.
Left Carriage Manual Far In Pushbutton - PB9
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the far side carriage cylinder to
move in an inward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move inward until either
the Stop pushbutton is pressed, the angle of the carriage is larger than 15 degrees, or
the axis reaches the in-limit position. While the axis is moving, the lamp on the
pushbutton will be lit.
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Left Carriage Manual Near Out Pushbutton - PB8
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the near side carriage cylinder to
move in an outward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move outward until
either the Stop pushbutton is pressed, the angle of the carriage is larger than 15
degrees, or the axis reaches the out-limit position. While the axis is moving, the lamp
on the pushbutton will be lit.
Left Carriage Manual Near In Pushbutton - PB9
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the near side carriage cylinder to
move in an inward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move inward until either
the Stop pushbutton is pressed, the angle of the carriage is larger than 15 degrees, or
the axis reaches the in-limit position. While the axis is moving, the lamp on the
pushbutton will be lit.
Left Carriage Stop Pushbutton – PB12
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the carriage cylinders to stop
moving for all left carriage manual operations.
Left Carriage Limit Out Pushbutton – PB13
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both left carriage cylinders to
move in an outward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move outward until the
carriage cylinders position reaches the programmed set points or the stop pushbutton is
pressed. While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Left Carriage Limit In Pushbutton – PB14
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both left carriage cylinders to
move in an inward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move inward until the
carriage cylinders position reaches the programmed set points or the stop pushbutton is
pressed. While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Left Carriage PRE-Pushbutton – PB15
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both left carriage cylinders to
move and latch. The axis will continue to move until the carriage cylinders position
reaches the programmed incremental set point or the stop pushbutton is pressed. The
axis can also be programmed to stop when a programmed force has been reached.
While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Left Carriage Unload Pushbutton – PB16
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both left carriage cylinders to
move and latch. The axis will continue to move until the carriage cylinders position
reaches the programmed incremental set point or the stop pushbutton is pressed. The
axis can also be programmed to stop when a programmed force has reached zero.
While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
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Left Carriage Post Pushbutton – PB17
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both left carriage cylinders to
move and latch. The axis will continue to move until the carriage cylinders position
reaches the programmed incremental set point or the stop pushbutton is pressed. The
axis can also be programmed to stop when a programmed force has been reached.
While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Left Jaw Swing Manual Down Pushbutton – PB18
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the jaw swing cylinder to move in
an upward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move upward until either the Stop
pushbutton is pressed, or the axis reaches the up-limit position. While the axis is
moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Left Jaw Swing Manual Up Pushbutton – PB19
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the jaw swing cylinder to move in
an upward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move upward until either the Stop
pushbutton is pressed, or the axis reaches the up-limit position. While the axis is
moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Left Jaw Swing Stop Pushbutton – PB20
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the jaw swing cylinder to stop
moving for all swing manual operations.
Left Jaw Swing Limit Up Pushbutton – PB21
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the jaw swing cylinder to move in
an upward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move upward until the swing
cylinder position reaches the programmed set point or the stop pushbutton is pressed.
While the axis is moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Left Jaw Swing Limit Down Pushbutton – PB22
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the jaw swing cylinder to move in
a downward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move downward until the swing
cylinder position reaches the programmed set point or the stop pushbutton is pressed.
While the axis is moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Left Jaw Open/Close Selector Switch – SS6
This selector switch is used open and close the material jaw clamps. If the control
system is in cycle or there is residual force measured from the material, this switch will
not function. When the jaw is in the closed position, the selector switch will be
illuminated.
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Left Jaw Pin Lock Selector Switch -SS5
This selector switch is used lock and unlock the swing pins. If the control system is in
cycle or there is residual force measured from the material, this switch will not function.
When the swing pins are in locked position, the selector switch will be illuminated.

Die Table Section

Die Table Manual Far Up Pushbutton – PB35
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the far side die table cylinder to
move in an upward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move upward until either
the Stop pushbutton is pressed, the angle of the die table is larger than 15 degrees, or
the axis reaches the up-limit position. While the axis is moving, the lamp on the
pushbutton will be lit.
Die table Manual Far Down Pushbutton – PB37
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the far side die table cylinder to
move in a downward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move downward until
either the Stop pushbutton is pressed, the angle of the die table is larger than 15
degrees, or the axis reaches the down-limit position. While the axis is moving, the lamp
on the pushbutton will be lit.
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Die Table Manual Near Up Pushbutton – PB34
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the near side die table cylinder to
move in an upward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move upward until either
the Stop pushbutton is pressed, the angle of the die table is larger than 15 degrees, or
the axis reaches the up-limit position. While the axis is moving, the lamp on the
pushbutton will be lit.
Die table Manual Near Down Pushbutton – PB36
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the near side die table cylinder to
move in a downward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move downward until
either the Stop pushbutton is pressed, the angle of the die table is larger than 15
degrees, or the axis reaches the down-limit position. While the axis is moving, the lamp
on the pushbutton will be lit.
Die Table Stop Pushbutton – PB38
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the die table cylinders to stop
moving for all die table manual operations.
Die Table Limit Up Pushbutton – PB31
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the die table cylinders to move in
an upward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move upward until the die table
cylinders position reach the programmed set points, or the stop pushbutton is pressed.
While the axis is moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Die Table Limit Down Pushbutton – PB33
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the die table cylinder to move in a
downward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move downward until the die
table cylinders position reach the programmed set points, or the stop pushbutton is
pressed. While the axis is moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Die Table PRE-Pushbutton – PB81
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both die table cylinders to move
and latch. The axis will continue to move until the die table cylinders position reaches
the programmed incremental set point, or the stop pushbutton is pressed. The axis can
also be programmed to stop when a programmed force has been reached. While the
axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Die Table Unload Pushbutton – PB32
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both die table cylinders to move
and latch. The axis will continue to move until the die table cylinders position reaches
the programmed incremental set point, or the stop pushbutton is pressed. The axis can
also be programmed to stop when a programmed force has reached zero. While the
axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
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Die Table Post Pushbutton – PB30
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both die table cylinders to move
and latch. The axis will continue to move until the die table cylinders position reaches
the programmed incremental set point, or the stop pushbutton is pressed. The axis can
also be programmed to stop when a programmed force has been reached. While the
axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.

Right Carriage/Yoke Controls
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Right Carriage Manual Far Out Pushbutton – PB45
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the far side carriage cylinder to
move in an outward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move outward until
either the Stop pushbutton is pressed, the angle of the carriage is larger than 15
degrees, or the axis reaches the out-limit position. While the axis is moving, the lamp
on the pushbutton will be lit.
Right Carriage Manual Far In Pushbutton – PB44
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the far side carriage cylinder to
move in an inward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move inward until either
the Stop pushbutton is pressed, the angle of the carriage is larger than 15 degrees, or
the axis reaches the in-limit position. While the axis is moving, the lamp on the
pushbutton will be lit.
Right Carriage Manual Near Out Pushbutton – PB46
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the near side carriage cylinder to
move in an outward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move outward until
either the Stop pushbutton is pressed, the angle of the carriage is larger than 15
degrees, or the axis reaches the out-limit position. While the axis is moving, the lamp
on the pushbutton will be lit.
Right Carriage Manual Near In Pushbutton – PB47
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the near side carriage cylinder to
move in an inward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move inward until either
the Stop pushbutton is pressed, the angle of the carriage is larger than 15 degrees, or
the axis reaches the in-limit position. While the axis is moving, the lamp on the
pushbutton will be lit.
Right Carriage Stop Pushbutton – PB48
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the carriage cylinders to stop
moving for all left carriage manual operations.
Right Carriage Limit Out Pushbutton – PB50
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both right carriage cylinders to
move in an outward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move outward until the
carriage cylinders position reaches the programmed set points or the stop pushbutton is
pressed. While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Right Carriage Limit In Pushbutton – PB49
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both right carriage cylinders to
move in an inward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move inward until the
carriage cylinders position reaches the programmed set points or the stop pushbutton is
pressed. While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
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Right Carriage PRE-Pushbutton – PB55
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both right carriage cylinders to
move and latch. The axis will continue to move until the carriage cylinders position
reaches the programmed incremental set point or the stop pushbutton is pressed. The
axis can also be programmed to stop when a programmed force has been reached.
While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Right Carriage Unload Pushbutton – PB52
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both right carriage cylinders to
move and latch. The axis will continue to move until the carriage cylinders position
reaches the programmed incremental set point or the stop pushbutton is pressed. The
axis can also be programmed to stop when a programmed force has reached zero.
While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Right Carriage Post Pushbutton – PB51
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both right carriage cylinders to
move and latch. The axis will continue to move until the carriage cylinders position
reaches the programmed incremental set point or the stop pushbutton is pressed. The
axis can also be programmed to stop when a programmed force has been reached.
While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Right Jaw Swing Manual Down Pushbutton – PB39
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the jaw swing cylinder to move in
an upward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move upward until either the Stop
pushbutton is pressed, or the axis reaches the up-limit position. While the axis is
moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Right Jaw Swing Manual Up Pushbutton – PB40
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the jaw swing cylinder to move in
an upward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move upward until either the Stop
pushbutton is pressed, or the axis reaches the up-limit position. While the axis is
moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Right Jaw Swing Stop Pushbutton – PB41
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the jaw swing cylinder to stop
moving for all swing manual operations.
Right Jaw Swing Limit Up Pushbutton – PB43
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the jaw swing cylinder to move in
an upward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move upward until the swing
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cylinder position reaches the programmed set point or the stop pushbutton is pressed.
While the axis is moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Right Jaw Swing Limit Down Pushbutton – PB42
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the jaw swing cylinder to move in
a downward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move downward until the swing
cylinder position reaches the programmed set point or the stop pushbutton is pressed.
While the axis is moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Right Jaw Open/Close Selector Switch – SS9
This selector switch is used open and close the material jaw clamps. If the control
system is in cycle or there is residual force measured from the material, this switch will
not function. When the jaw is in the closed position, the selector switch will be
illuminated.
Right Jaw Pin Lock Selector Switch – SS11
This selector switch is used lock and unlock the swing pins. If the control system is in
cycle or there is residual force measured from the material, this switch will not function.
When the swing pins are in locked position, the selector switch will be illuminated.
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Remote Operator Panel

ESTOP Pushbutton
This Pushbutton is a locking pushbutton that shuts down all hydraulics and motion of
the machine in case of an emergency or danger to personnel or the machine.
Left Carriage Inboard Pushbutton – PB64
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both left carriage cylinders to
move in an outward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move outward until the
carriage cylinders position reaches the programmed set points or the stop pushbutton is
pressed. While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Left Carriage Outboard Pushbutton – PB66
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both left carriage cylinders to
move in an inward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move inward until the
carriage cylinders position reaches the programmed set points or the stop pushbutton is
pressed. While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Left Carriage Stop Pushbutton – PB65
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the carriage cylinders to stop
moving for all left carriage manual operations.
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Left Carriage Unload Pushbutton – PB78
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both left carriage cylinders to
move and latch. The axis will continue to move until the carriage cylinders position
reaches the programmed incremental set point or the stop pushbutton is pressed. The
axis can also be programmed to stop when a programmed force has reached zero.
While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Die Table Limit Up Pushbutton – PB61
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the die table cylinders to move in
an upward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move upward until the die table
cylinders position reach the programmed set points, or the stop pushbutton is pressed.
While the axis is moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Die Table Limit Down Pushbutton – PB63
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the die table cylinder to move in a
downward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move downward until the die
table cylinders position reach the programmed set points, or the stop pushbutton is
pressed. While the axis is moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Die Table Stop Pushbutton – PB62
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the die table cylinders to stop
moving for all die table manual operations.
Die Table Unload Pushbutton – PB79
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both die table cylinders to move
and latch. The axis will continue to move until the die table cylinders position reaches
the programmed incremental set point, or the stop pushbutton is pressed. The axis can
also be programmed to stop when a programmed force has reached zero. While the
axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Right Carriage Outboard Pushbutton – PB58
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both right carriage cylinders to
move in an outward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move outward until the
carriage cylinders position reaches the programmed set points or the stop pushbutton is
pressed. While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
Right Carriage Inboard Pushbutton – PB57
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both right carriage cylinders to
move in an inward motion and latch. The axis will continue to move inward until the
carriage cylinders position reaches the programmed set points or the stop pushbutton is
pressed. While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
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Right Carriage Stop Pushbutton – PB59
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause the carriage cylinders to stop
moving for all left carriage manual operations.
Right Carriage Unload Pushbutton – PB80
This momentary pushbutton when pressed will cause both right carriage cylinders to
move and latch. The axis will continue to move until the carriage cylinders position
reaches the programmed incremental set point or the stop pushbutton is pressed. The
axis can also be programmed to stop when a programmed force has reached zero.
While the axes are moving, the lamp on the pushbutton will be lit.
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HMI Screens
Screen Descriptions
The ME-1250F CNC control uses several screens to display a variety of information to
the operator during the machine operation.
The basic screens are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Main Operator Screen
Program Edit Screen
Setup Screen
Alarm Screen
Diagnostics Screens
Yield plot Chart Screen
Machine Parameter Screens
Exit

At the top of all the screens is a menu that allows the operator to display different
screen. Using the ALT key with the following letters will switch to that screen.
ALT-M Main Operator Screen
ALT-E Step Editor Screen
ALT-S Setup Screen
ALT-A Alarm Screen
ALT-D Diagnostics Screen
ALT-G Yield Chart Screen
ALT-P Machine Parameters Screen
ALT-X Exit

Screen Selection Pushbutton Descriptions
Located on the lower right of the HMI screen, there are 6 pushbuttons that allow the
operator to select which screen to display.
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Main Operator Screen
When the machine first starts up, the main screen is displayed and is used when the
machine is running the part programs. There are several different controls and
indicators shown on the screen to let the operator know where they are in the operation.

Program Information Section
This section shows the current part program information of the loaded NC program.
There are 6 fields that display the Part Number, Part Name, Tool Number, Part
Description, Die Number and Reason for Rejection. The information displayed here is
updated when a Part program is loaded into the control.
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Machine Indicators Section
This section shows different lighted indicators that show the status of the machine
including which mode is selected and feedrates.

MACHINE ALARM
When lit, the machine has encountered an alarm. Will light RED when active.
ESTOP ACTIVE
When lit, the tells the operator that either a hard limit or estop pushbutton is active. Will
light RED when active.
MANUAL MODE
When lit, the machine is in the manual jogging mode. Will light GREEN when active.
MDI MODE
When lit, the machine is in the Semi-automatic mode of operation. Will light GREEN
when active.
EDIT MODE
When lit, the machine is in the Edit mode. Will light GREEN when active.
AUTO MODE
When lit, the machine is in the automatic mode. Will light GREEN when active.
ABS POS MODE
When lit, the control is absolute mode for all commands to the die table, carriages, and
tension cylinders. Will light GREEN when active.
INC POS MODE
When lit, the control is in incremental mode for all commands to the die table, carriages,
and tension cylinders. Will light GREEN when active.
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SINGLE BLOCK
When lit, the machine is in single block mode and the operator must repeatedly press
the cycle start for each program block. Will light GREEN when active.
PROG STOP
When lit, the program is in stopped condition. Will light GREEN when active.
CYCLE PAUSED
When lit, the pause PB has been pressed and the machine is currently is pause mode.
Will light GREEN when active.
IN CYCLE
When lit, the control is currently running a NC program. Will light GREEN when active.
LOW OIL WARN
This indicator will lite when the level of the oil in the hydraulic tank is too low. The
machine will finish the current cycle but will not be allowed to continue until the oil level
has been replenished. Will light YELLOW when active.
TEMP WARN
This indicator will lite when the 1st temperature overtempt level is reached. The
machine will finish the current cycle but will not be allowed to continue until the oil temp
falls below the warning level. Will light YELLOW when active.
DWELL ACTIVE
This indicates that the control is currently dwelling. This is an option function. Will light
GREEN when active.
LC LIMIT
This indicator indicates that the left carriage has exceeded the 15-degree software
travel limit. The axes will not be able to move further in the over angle direction. Will
light RED when active.
RC LIMIT
This indicator indicates that the right carriage has exceeded the 15-degree software
travel limit. The axes will not be able to move further in the over angle direction. Will
light RED when active.
DIE TAB LIMIT
This indicator indicates that the die table has exceeded the 15-degree software travel
limit. The axes will not be able to move further in the over angle direction. Will light
RED when active.
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CNC READY
When lit, the CNC control is ready for operations. Will light GREEN when active.
AXIS SYS READY
When lit, the servo system is up and ready for operations. Will light GREEN when
active.
HYD RUNNING
When lit, the main hydraulic system is up and running with no faults. Will light GREEN
when active.
TEACH MODE
When lit, the teach function of the control is active.
BATTERY ALARM
When this indicator is red, the control system batteries are low and need to be changed
as soon as possible. The batteries maintain the absolute positions and control system
parameters.

Machine Command and Position Section
This section of the screen displays the current commands and positions of the machine
axes. The command fields are in green and the positional fields are in yellow.

Axis Positions
These 8 displays show the current position of the cylinders based on absolute
coordinate system. When an individual axis is moving, the field back color will change
to blue and back to black when the axis stops.
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Axis Dimension Commands
These 8 displays show the command value the axis will move to when commanded.
The values as based on the machine absolute coordinate system.
Axis Angular Positions
These 3 fields show the current calculated angular position of the carriages and the die
table. They are for position reference only.
Axis Distance to Go
These 8 fields show the current calculated distance to go for the linear axes when
moving.
Axis Force Displays
These 6 fields show the current force that each of the forming cylinders are reading.
They show the carriages and die table cylinders.
Swing Lock Pin Command and Positions
These 4 fields, 2 for the command and 2 for the current pin position indicate the locking
pin that the swing axes are set to.

Machine Cycle Section
This section of shows the current cycle type running and which step of that cycle is
being processed. The seven cycle indicators below the sequence counters show which
cycle steps are currently used in the loaded NC program. In the case below, the form
and unload cycles have no current steps thus will not be run by the main program.

Special Function Buttons
There are 3 special function buttons on the main operator display. These are:
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•
•
•

SINGLE BLOCK – This pushbutton will place the control into single block
mode. The operator would have to press the CYCLE START push button to
execute each step in the Form cycle.
NEXT STEP – This button when the control is in single block mode will
advance to the next step. The same function as pressing the CYCLE START
pushbutton.
RESTART CYCLE – This button brings up the restart pop up window to allow
the operator to restart the form cycle at a desired step
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Machine Head Status Indicators Sections
This section of shows the current status of the left and right yokes of the machine. This
section is useful for the operator to see what the current jaw status of the head. The
image below is one of the two displays shown for the left and right sides.

JAW CLOSED
This shows the current jaw clamping state of the head. Will light GREEN when active.
AXIS MOVING
This shows if any of the head axes are currently in motion. Will light GREEN when
active.
HEAD INPOS
This indicator is lit when the axes on the head are all in position. Will light GREEN
when active.
NEAR LOCK PIN
This indicator is lit when the near locking pin is in the locked position. Will light GREEN
when active.
FAR LOCK PIN IN
This indicator is lit when the far locking pin is in the locked position. Will light GREEN
when active.
PENDANT ENABLED
This indicator is lit when remote pendant has been enabled. Will light GREEN when
active.
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Die Table Status Indicators Sections
This section of shows the current status of the left and right yokes of the machine. This
section is useful for the operator to see what the current jaw status of the head. The
image below is one of the two displays shown for the left and right sides.

AXIS MOVING
This shows if the die table is currently in motion. Will light GREEN when active.
DIE TAB INPOS
This indicator is lit when the die table is in position. Will light GREEN when active.
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FEEDRATE Section
This section displays the current programmed and actual feedrates being used during
the forming operation. The feedrate override causes the ACT rates to change.

Pressure Section
This section displays the current force measured by the Die Table pressure system or
the carriage pressure system. It is selected by either the operation type or forming
cycle. When the Post feature is running, the force shown is from the die table and when
the Pre feature is used on normal forming, the carriages are displayed.

Operator Message Section
This section displays a message when a function cannot be performed because of the
state condition is not met. For example, if the return cycle was commanded and the
jaws were closed, the message “JAWS MUST BE OPEN” would be displayed.
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Yield Status Section
This section displays the current status of the yield detect when pre-stretching the part.
There are 3 indicators and 2 text fields that let the operator know where the cycle is at.

Indicators:
At 25% REF - This indicator will change to green when the force measured by either
the carriages or die table reaches 25 percent of the reference force value entering in by
the operator. This is used by the software to start the slope calculation start point the
detection.
At 75% REF - This indicator will change to green when the force measured by either
the carriages or die table reaches 75 percent of the reference force value entering in by
the operator. This is used by the software to end the slope calculation start point the
detection. After this part of the slope is reached, the control will calculate the reference
slop (found) and start looking for deviation.
YIELD DETECT - This indicator will change to green when the slope deviates from the
found value indicating that the yield point has been reached. The axes will continue
until the Yield Offset has been reached.
Found Slope This text box will show the calculated value based on the 25 to 75
percent range. The control will use this to compare with the continuing pre-stretch
operation.
Current Slope This text box shows the slope measured after the 75 percent calculation
has been finished.
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Edit Screen
The main edit screen is used edit the Form cycle steps used to wrap the part. The top
bar shows the total movement of all the steps for the current axis.

Total Step Bar Section
This section displays the total steps and axis movement for the current loaded program.
These numbers are calculated by adding all the values in the step sheet together.

TOTAL STEPS
This field holds the total steps sequence number.
LEFT JAW SWING
This field holds the total commanded motion for the left jaw swing.
RIGHT JAW SWING
This field holds the total commanded motion for the right jaw swing.
LEFT FAR CARRIAGE
This field holds the total commanded motion for the left far carriage.
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LEFT NEAR CARRIAGE
This field holds the total commanded motion for the left near carriage.
NEAR DIE TABLE
This field holds the total commanded motion for the near die table.
FAR DIE TABLE
This field holds the total commanded motion for the far die table.
RIGHT FAR CARRIAGE
This field holds the total commanded motion for the right far carriage.
RIGHT NEAR CARRIAGE
This field holds the total commanded motion for the right near carriage.

Step Sheet Section
The step sheet section contains the incremental axis commands for each of the steps in
the program. Values can be directly edited on the sheet as well as new steps added or
deleted. The total steps available is 10000 steps.
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Edit Step Programming Section
The step programming section contains several program editing pushbuttons to assist
with programming the machine.

ADD STEP TO END OF PROGRAMP
The pushbutton will append an empty step to the end of the program.
The fields will be filled with 0 numbers and the operator can enter data
directly to that step.

DELETE SELECTED LINE
By moving the pointer cursor on the left side of the table with the up
and down arrows, the operator can select a step and press this button
to delete it from the table. All following steps in the table will be moved
up.
INSERT BEFORE SELECETED LINE
By moving the pointer cursor on the left side of the table with the up
and down arrows, the operator can select a step and press this button
and insert a new line above the selected line.
.

Teach Mode Section
The teach mode allows the operator to form a part manually and record the steps to the
step sheet to create a new program. This feature is used in the manual mode of the
control.
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MANUAL TEACH MODE ON/OFF BUTTON
When the manual teach on/off button is pressed, the control will enter the teach mode.
A new 0 step will be added to the step program and the CYCLE START pushbutton will
become active for teaching

File Load/Save Section
The file load and save section allows the operator to save the step program to the disk
memory. These buttons work the same as the ones on the setup pages and save both
the steps and the info on the setup page.
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Setup Screen
The setup screen is used to set the various forming parameters for each of the cycles
used on the machine. Programs can be loaded, edited and saved on this screen.

Edit Program Information Section
The program information section displays the current info on the program that is loaded.
It is like the main operator screen information.
In these 6 fields, the operator can enter information about the program such as the part
number, name, tool info and others.
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PRE/POST SETUP Section
This section is where the operator will enter info for the pre and post stretch. There are
6 items in the section, but the NUMBER OF STEPS cannot be changed. This number
is automatically set by the steps loaded into the edit page.

Descriptions:
Reference Force KIPS
The approximate yield value expected for the part. Force is entered in KIPS, 100 KIPS
= 100,000 pounds of force
Yield Offset %
Determines the unit stress at which a materiel exhibits a specified deformation know as
yield strength. The general setting for aluminum would be 0.2 %.
Part Elongation Length
The approximate length of the part prior to stretching. These values are used for
calculating percentage of elongation.
Number of Steps
This value is auto calculated from the steps of the program loaded.
Progressive Elongation %
This value progressively shrinks or increases the elongation of the part over all the
steps.
FORMING CYCLE combo box
This combo box field allows the operator to select the forming cycle type to be used on
the machine. There are 3 forming types available:
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NORMAL
The normal cycle is the standard stretch wrap cycle to be used. The basic steps to the
normal cycle are:
• Snug the part to dimension or pressure using the carriages.
• Preform the part by dimension, yield or force using the carriages.
• Wrap the part using the step program.
• Posting the part using die table to yield, dimension or force.
STRETCHLEVEL
The stretch level cycle uses the carriages to level the part using the Preform
parameters.
DRAPE
The drape cycle will use the step parameters either taught or entered manually to form
the part. After this program has run, the operator can use the post to perform the final
set of the part.

Tension Parameters Section
The tension parameter section is used to set all the Snug, Pre, Post, Relax, Unload,
In/Out and form rate for the forming operations. This is accomplished by setting the
type of cycle and feedrates for the operations. The section is broken up into the different
cycles.

SNUG Forming Method Combo Box
This box allows the operator to select how the operation is performed. There are 3
different option available for the snug operation that are:
DIMENSION - This selection uses a dimensional for movement of the different
forming axes. When using a dimension, the values for the snug operation would
be entered in the respective fields located below (see carriage and die table
values)
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KIPS – This selection causes the snug function to snug the part unit a
programmed force value has been reached. If a value of 30 was entered into the
Force in KIPS field, the axes would move until the force reached 30 kips and
then stop.
BOTH - This selection uses both the dimensional value and the force value
stated above. Whichever item is reached first, the programmed axes will stop
the snug motion.
PRE-Forming Method Combo Box
This box allows the operator to select how the operation is performed. There are 4
different option available for the snug operation that are:
DIMENSION - This selection uses a dimensional for movement of the different
forming axes. When using a dimension, the values for the pre operation would
be entered in the respective fields located below (see carriage and die table
values)
KIPS – This selection causes the pre function to pre the part unit a programmed
force value has been reached. If a value of 30 was entered into the Force in
KIPS field, the axes would move until the force reached 30 kips and then stop.
BOTH - This selection uses both the dimensional value and the force value
stated above. Whichever item is reached first, the programmed axes will stop
the snug motion.
YIELD – This selection uses the parameter set in the PRE/POST Stretch section
to pre-stretch the part with yield point detection. A dimensional value can also be
set to limit the stretch in case the detector fails or over stretches the part.
POST Forming Method Combo Box
This box allows the operator to select how the operation is performed. There are 4
different option available for the snug operation that are:
DIMENSION - This selection uses a dimensional for movement of the different
forming axes. When using a dimension, the values for the post operation would
be entered in the respective fields located below (see carriage and die table
values)
KIPS – This selection causes the post function to post the part unit a
programmed force value has been reached. If a value of 30 was entered into the
Force in KIPS field, the axes would move until the force reached 30 kips and
then stop.
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BOTH - This selection uses both the dimensional value and the force value
stated above. Whichever item is reached first, the programmed axes will stop
the snug motion.
YIELD – This selection uses the parameter set in the PRE/POST Stretch section
to pre-stretch the part with yield point detection. A dimensional value can also be
set to limit the stretch in case the detector fails or over stretches the part.

RELAX Forming Method Combo Box
This box allows the operator to select how the operation is performed. There are 3
different option available for the snug operation that are:
DIMENSION - This selection uses a dimensional for movement of the different
forming axes. When using a dimension, the values for the relax operation would
be entered in the respective fields located below. This value is always a positive
value and the control will move in the minus direction to relax the part. (see
carriage and die table values)
ZEROPRESSURE – This selection causes the relax function to relax the part unit
programmed force value has been reached.
Force in KIPS Text Boxes
There are 4 text fields for the Snug, Pre, Post and relax functions. These are used
when the KIPS forming methods are selected. The value is in KIPS.
CARRIAGE RATES
There are 6 fields in this group that allow the operator to set the form rate of the
carriages for all the forming and movement selections. These are set in inches per
minute for all axes except the jaw swing which is in degrees per minute. If a value of 5
is set in the snug rate, the carriages will move at 5 ipm when the snug cycle is active.
DIE TABLE RATES
There are 6 fields in this group that allow the operator to set the form rate of the die
table for all the forming and movement selections. These are set in inches per minute
for all axes except the jaw swing which is in degrees per minute. If a value of 5 is set in
the snug rate, the carriages will move at 5 ipm when the snug cycle is active.
JAW SWING RATES
There is only one field in this group, and it controls the feedrate of the jaw swing axes
when the up or down limit controls are pressed or programmed.
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FORM Textbox
The FORM text box set the default forming rate that is used in the Step wrap forming
operation. If values are set the form rate of the step program, they are used instead of
this value. The rate is applied to the motion (Usually the die table) and the other axes
will interpolate their feedrates to make sure all axes arrive at the same time on each
step.

Left Carriage Setpoint Section
This section sets different setpoints of the left carriages. These fields are set for the far
and near cylinders that make up the carriage assembly

POSITION – These two field display the current positions of the carriages.
INBOUND – These two text boxes are used to set the command value for the Inbound
motion that is called by the pushbutton controls. There is one value for each cylinder of
the axis set. These values are absolute axis commands.
OUTBOUND – These two text boxes are used to set the command value for the
Outbound motion that is called by the pushbutton controls. There is one value for each
cylinder of the axis set. These values are absolute axis commands.
SNUG – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Snug operation is used. If a value of .5 is used, the axes will
both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
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PRE – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Pre operation is used. If a value of .5 is used, the axes will
both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
POST – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Post operation is used. If a value of .5 is used, the axes will
both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
Relax – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Relax operation is used. This value is set as a positive value,
but the axes will move in a minus motion to relax the part. If a value of .5 is used, the
axes will both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
UNLOAD – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Unload operation is used. If a value of .5 is used, the axes will
both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
FORCE in KIPS – these two fields show the current force that each cylinder of the set is
under.
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Right Carriage Setpoint Section
This section sets different setpoints of the right carriages. These fields are set for the
far and near cylinders that make up the carriage assembly

POSITION – These two field display the current positions of the carriages.
INBOUND – These two text boxes are used to set the command value for the Inbound
motion that is called by the pushbutton controls. There is one value for each cylinder of
the axis set. These values are absolute axis commands.
OUTBOUND – These two text boxes are used to set the command value for the
Outbound motion that is called by the pushbutton controls. There is one value for each
cylinder of the axis set. These values are absolute axis commands.
SNUG – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Snug operation is used. If a value of .5 is used, the axes will
both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
PRE – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Pre operation is used. If a value of .5 is used, the axes will
both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
POST – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Post operation is used. If a value of .5 is used, the axes will
both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
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Relax – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Relax operation is used. This value is set as a positive value,
but the axes will move in a minus motion to relax the part. If a value of .5 is used, the
axes will both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
UNLOAD – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Unload operation is used. If a value of .5 is used, the axes will
both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
FORCE in KIPS – these two fields show the current force that each cylinder of the set is
under.

Die Table Setpoint Section
This section sets different setpoints of the die table. These fields are set for the far and
near cylinders that make up the carriage assembly

POSITION – These two field display the current positions of the die table.
UP – These two text boxes are used to set the command value for the UP motion that is
called by the pushbutton controls. There is one value for each cylinder of the axis set.
These values are absolute axis commands.
DOWN – These two text boxes are used to set the command value for the Down motion
that is called by the pushbutton controls. There is one value for each cylinder of the
axis set. These values are absolute axis commands.
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SNUG – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Snug operation is used. If a value of .5 is used, the axes will
both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
PRE – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Pre operation is used. If a value of .5 is used, the axes will
both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
POST – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Post operation is used. If a value of .5 is used, the axes will
both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
Relax – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Relax operation is used. This value is set as a positive value,
but the axes will move in a minus motion to relax the part. If a value of .5 is used, the
axes will both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
UNLOAD – This single text box is used to set the amount of incremental motion both
cylinders move when the Unload operation is used. If a value of .5 is used, the axes will
both move .5 inches from the current position the axes are at.
FORCE in KIPS – these two fields show the current force that each cylinder of the set is
under.

Left Jaw Swing Setpoint Section
This section sets different setpoints of the left jaw swing.

UP – This text box is used to set the command value for the Up motion that is called by
the pushbutton controls. These values are absolute axis commands.
DOWN – This text box is used to set the command value for the down motion that is
called by the pushbutton controls. These values are absolute axis commands.
LOCK – This text box sets the value to use when the lock pin is used to secure the jaw
swing axis. The value can be set from 1 to 9.
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Right Jaw Swing Setpoint Section
This section sets different setpoints of the right jaw swing.

UP – This text box is used to set the command value for the Up motion that is called by
the pushbutton controls. These values are absolute axis commands.
DOWN – This text box is used to set the command value for the down motion that is
called by the pushbutton controls. These values are absolute axis commands.
LOCK – This text box sets the value to use when the lock pin is used to secure the jaw
swing axis. The value can be set from 1 to 9.

Notes Section
The Notes section allows the operator to enter information about the part and version
info if needed. This text is saved with the part program.
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Cycle Select Enables
The Cycle select section allows the operator to disable certain cycle functions for the
automatic cycle. There are 5 buttons in this section and when pressed, will toggle on or
off. When a cycle is off, it will be ignored during the automatic operation and disable the
pushbutton MDI cycle.

FILE Load/Save Buttons
There are 4 file buttons on the setup page that allow the operator to load and save
programs. Any time an edit is made, use these buttons to record the program on to the
hard drive.

LOAD PROGRAM
This button displays a file open dialog page the operator can select a saved program to
load.
IMPORT DEMOTT FILE
This button displays a pop-up window that the operator can use to import a DEMOTT
formatted program. This feature allows the control to natively read the original program
files form the Replay Control.
SAVE NC PROGRAMS
This button displays a save dialog window to allow the operator to save the program
with a name.
NEW NC PROGRAM
This button clears out the currently loaded program to default parameters. This button is
used when creating a brand-new program.
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Teach Setup Positions Buttons
There are 3 screen pushbuttons that allow the operator to teach the current positions to
one of the 3 main setup locations. These are the Load positions, In/up positions, and
the down/out positions. To teach the positions of a group, move the machine to the
desired positions and press one of the three Teach buttons. A confirmation pop up
window will appear, and the operator can either accept the teach or cancel it.
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Diagnostics Screens
The diagnostics screen allows maintenance personnel to monitor of all I/O on the
machine. More detailed diagnostics can be observed from the Fanuc display.

Machine Inputs Section
This section shows the machine inputs representing the limit switches used in the
machine. Will light GREEN when active.
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Machine Outputs Section
This section shows the machine outputs representing the machine solenoids and
contactors. Will light GREEN when active.

Axis Positions Section
This section displays all the current position reported by the Fanuc controller.
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Analog Section
This section shows the raw analog values read into the control for the pressure
transducers and feedrate pots.
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Parameter Screen
The parameters screen allows authorized personnel to make changes to the way the
control operates and positions. The basic parameters are for setting limits of the
machine, jog feedrates, pressure control calculations and rapid feedrates. There are 2
buttons at the bottom of the page that allow read and writing of these parameters to the
control.

Axis Limit Position Section
This section is used to set the axis limits used by the control for all the axes. They are
set by plus and minus range values. All the values are absolute coordinates.
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Pressure Parameters Section
The pressure section is used to set the scaling and offset values for each of the
cylinders in the machine. They are grouped by 11 parameters for each cylinder.

CYLINDER BORE – This parameter is used to set the bore or cap end diameter of the
cylinder. This value is set in inches range from 1 to 40 inches. This is used to calculate
the force in KIPS on the axis.
CYLINDER ROD – This parameter is used to set the rod end diameter of the cylinder.
This value is set in inches range from 1 to 40 inches. This is used to calculate the force
in KIPS on the axis.
BORE MIN IN PAR – This value sets the minimum value of the pressure sensor input.
This value is an integer ranged from 0 to 9999. This value is usually set to 200
representing the 4ma value of the 4-20ma sensor.
BORE MAX IN PAR – This value sets the Maximum value of the pressure sensor input.
This value is an integer ranged from 0 to 9999. This value is usually set to 2000
representing the 20ma value of the 4-20ma sensor.
BORE MIN OUT PAR – This value sets the minimum value of the PSI range of the
sensor at the 4ma setting. This value is a floating-point number range from 0 – 9999.99.
This value is usually set to 0 to represent the low range of the sensor.
BORE MAX OUT PAR – This value sets the Maximum value of the PSI range of the
sensor at the 20ma setting. This value is a floating-point number range from 0 –
9999.99. This value is usually set to 5000 to represent the high range of the sensor.
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ROD MIN IN PAR – This value sets the minimum value of the pressure sensor input.
This value is an integer ranged from 0 to 9999. This value is usually set to 200
representing the 4ma value of the 4-20ma sensor.
ROD MAX IN PAR – This value sets the Maximum value of the pressure sensor input.
This value is an integer ranged from 0 to 9999. This value is usually set to 2000
representing the 20ma value of the 4-20ma sensor.
ROD MIN OUT PAR – This value sets the minimum value of the PSI range of the
sensor at the 4ma setting. This value is a floating-point number range from 0 – 9999.99.
This value is usually set to 0 to represent the low range of the sensor.
ROD MAX OUT PAR – This value sets the Maximum value of the PSI range of the
sensor at the 20ma setting. This value is a floating-point number range from 0 –
9999.99. This value is usually set to 5000 to represent the high range of the sensor.
PRES OFFSET PAR – this floating-point number is used to offset the differential
pressure of the 2-sensor reading on the cylinder. Sometimes there is a slight leakage in
the cylinder causing the KIP reading to be off. This allows a way to adjust it back to a
zero setting.

Jaw Swing Pin Positions
This group of parameter positions sets the absolute location of the 9 different possible
locking positions on the TC1000 press. These values are used by the control to
automatically position the jaw swings to the pin position for locking.
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Axis Feedrates Section
This section sets the default feedrates used by the control for jogging, rapid and
forming. Each axis group has its own feedrate parameters.

JOGGING – This feedrate is used when jogging the axis manually with the pushbuttons
on the control
RAPID – This feedrate is used for the In/Out, Up/Down Limit moves initiated by the limit
pushbuttons.
FORM – These feedrates are used to set the default forming rates for the control when
a new program is created.

Load and Save Parameter Section
These two pushbutton loads or save the edited parameters to the control system.
When pressed, the control will confirm that you wish to load or save the parameters.
Any values that are edited will not be usable unless saved to the control. The values
are stored in the Fanuc Macro variable section (see Appendix for more information).
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Yield Chart Screen
The Yield chart screen allows the operator to see a visual distance vs pressure chart
while the part is forming. This allows the operator to see when the material reaches
yield. The screen can be re-sized and scaled to the part preferences.

Limit lines can also be set if needed based on high and low ranges of the form by
changing the values in the left side of the screen.
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Chart Scaling Section
This group of controls allow the operator to set the yield chart scaling to a desired
setting. Even after the chart is created by Preforming the part, it can be re-sized without
losing any information.

SET UPPER TOLERANCE
This group of control is used to set the upper tolerance line (green) to the chart, this line
can be used as a go/no go display on future formed parts.
SET LOWER TOLERANCE
This group of control is used to set the lower tolerance line (red) to the chart, this line
can be used as a go/no go display on future formed parts.
SET CHART SCALE
This group of controls are used to set the elongation and force scales on the chart. The
elongation value is set in inches of movement and the KIPS is set in actual KIPS force.

ELONGATION SOURCE SECTION
This combo box shows the operator whether the carriages or the die table is the source
of the elongation factor.
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Actual Elongation / KIPS
This section displays the actual force and elongation measured during the forming
operation.

Chart Pushbutton Section
There are two pushbuttons for the chart control. The first is the CLEAR CHART which
when pressed will clear the chart and associated data. The other will save the chart
information to a text file of your choosing for later analysis.
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ALARM Screen
The alarm screen displays any current alarms that the control has encountered. These
alarms are displayed as indicators that when red, show the active alarm.
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Turning On the Machine
Turning On Control System
To turn on the ME-1250F CNC control, press the CONTROL ON pushbutton. The
CONTROL ON light will illuminate and the control system will start the boot up
sequence to establish communications with all the Fanuc. After a minute or so, the
main operator control HMI screen will appear, and the machine hydraulics are ready to
start.
Turning On Hydraulics System
After the ME-1250F control has successfully booted up, the operator can now start the
machine hydraulics. Press the RESET pushbutton to clear the control and then press
the MACHINE ON pushbutton to start the hydraulics system up. The pump system will
start each of the 3 pumps sequentially and during this fire up, MACHINE ON lite will
flash. Once all the pumps are on and up to pressure, there servos will be enabled and
the MACHINE ON lite will stay on.
If the machine will not start, check to make sure that the machine in not in the ESTOP
mode or that an alarm is active. Check the main screen ESTOP status button for
illumination. If it is, check all the Estop pushbuttons, Over Angle switches and Control
faults
The machine is now ready for operation.

Turning Off the Machine
Turning OFF Hydraulics System
To turn off the machine and hydraulics, press the Machine OFF pushbutton. The pump
system will shut down and the Machine On lamp will extinguish. The machine can also
be turned off by pressing one of the emergency stop pushbutton on the machine.
Turning Off The Control
To turn off the control system, first exit the main stretch form program by selecting the
Exit menu item.

After the HMI has closed, press the windows start key and select the SHUTDOWN
button. The screen will go black signifying the control is off. Press the Control Off
pushbutton to turn the system off.
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Manual Operations
The manual operation of the control allows the operator to move the machine for setup
operations and part program teaching. There are a few parameters to the jog mode that
are used to set up the feedrates for the jog mode and whether to use a latched or
momentary axis jog system. The axis can also be jogged to a preset limit set on the
Setup page.
Jog Feedrates
The jog feedrates for the axis are set in the machine parameter page. The jog rates will
set the maximum jogging rate that the machine can perform. The typical rates for the
axes are:
Carriages
30IPM
Die Table
30IPM
Jaw Swing 36DPM
Latched or Momentary Jogging
The control defaults to latched jogging in the manual operation mode. This means that
the axis will continue the motion after the pushbutton has been released. The operator
can change this to momentary operation by toggling the Jogging Style pushbutton.
When the momentary style is selected, this button will change to green and the caption
will change.

Selecting Manual Mode
To Jog any of the axes on the machine, first place the machine into the Manual mode of
operation by selecting the Manual position of the mode selector switch. The MANUAL
MODE indicator will turn green when the mode is on.
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Jogging Machine Axes
There are two main jogging operation type available during the manual mode for each
of the primary axes. These types are:
Jogging Individual Cylinders
Each of the 8 axes have pushbuttons to move them in or out. These buttons are
labeled Manual on the control (see figure 1). When one these buttons are pressed, the
cylinder will move in the direction selected and continue moving unit the Stop
pushbutton is pressed. Any combination of the 8 axes can be moved together by
selecting the appropriate pushbutton. If an axis reaches either stroke limit of the
cylinder or the angular limit, the axis will automatically stop. When moving, the lamp on
the pushbutton will be lit. The jog feedrate is set by a parameter in the control and the
override will adjust this rate.

Figure 1

Jogging Axes to Preset Limits
The machine can be jogged are moved to a preset limit in the Setup page of the control
system. These limit motions will move both axes in a set as used by the left and right
carriages and the Die Table. To start the motion to the preset point, press the Limit
control pushbutton of the selected axis and direction. The axes will move to the preset
location and will stop when in position. If the Stop pushbutton is pressed during the
motion, the axes will stop as well.
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MDI Operations
MDI mode allows the operator to run individual forming cycles on the machine. The
control still uses the NC programming steps to perform each cycle type. Pressing one of
the cycle pushbuttons on the main operator panel will cause the machine to perform
that function. This mode is different in that the cycle start pushbutton is not used to run
all the forming operation together in sequence. The MDI is useful to perform singe part
runs or testing.
For the cycle pushbutton to work, the cycle must be enabled by the cycle selector
buttons on the Setup page. These 5 buttons allow the operator to toggle the enable on
or off and the status of these enables are saved with the program.

RETURN Operation
If the machine is not currently running in cycle and the jaws are open, pressing the
RETURN pushbutton will cause the control to move to the positions set in the setup
screen. For the Normal cycle, the return cycle will use the following setpoints:
Left Carriage
Right Carriage
Die Table
Jaw Swings

Outbound Limits
Outbound Limits
Down Limits
Down Limits

While the cycle is running, the RETURN lamp will flash until finished and then stay
illuminated.

UNLOAD Operation
If the machine is not currently running in cycle and the jaws are open, pressing the
UNLOAD pushbutton will cause the control to move the Carriage Cylinders and Die
Table Cylinders incrementally set by the values in the Setup screen. While the cycle is
running, the UNLOAD lamp will flash until finished and then stay illuminated.

SNUG Operation
If the machine is not currently running in cycle and the jaws are closed, pressing the
SNUG pushbutton will cause the control to run the Snug cycle. The Snug cycle will
move the Carriages incrementally outward based on the dimension set on the Setup
page. If the Force option is set, the carriages will move until a programmed force is
met. While the cycle is running, the SNUG lamp will flash until finished and then stay
illuminated.
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PRE-Operation
If the machine is not currently running in cycle and the jaws are closed, pressing the
PRE pushbutton will cause the control to run the Pre cycle. The Pre cycle will move the
Carriages or Die Table incrementally outward/Upward based on the dimension set on
the Setup page. If the Force option is set, the carriages will move until a programmed
force is met. If the Yield option is set, they will move until the Yield Point Detect is
reached and stops the axis. While the cycle is running, the PRE lamp will flash until
finished and then stay illuminated.

FORM Operation
If the machine is not currently running in cycle and the jaws are closed, pressing the
CYCLE START pushbutton will cause the control to run the form cycle steps. While the
cycle is running, the FORM lamp will flash until finished and then stay illuminated.

POST Operation
If the machine is not currently running in cycle and the jaws are closed, pressing the
POST pushbutton will cause the control to run the Post cycle. The Pre cycle will move
the Carriages or Die Table incrementally outward/Upward based on the dimension set
on the Setup page. If the Force option is set, the carriages will move until a
programmed force is met. If the Yield option is set, they will move until the Yield Point
Detect is reached and stops the axis. While the cycle is running, the POST lamp will
flash until finished and then stay illuminated.

RELAX Operation
If the machine is not currently running in cycle and the jaws are closed, pressing the
RELAX pushbutton will cause the control to run the relax cycle. The Snug cycle will
move the Carriages/Die Table incrementally inward/Downward based on the dimension
set on the Setup page. If the Force option is set, the carriages will move until a
programmed force is met. While the cycle is running, the RELAX lamp will flash until
finished and then stay illuminated.
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Automatic Operations
Automatic mode allows the operator to run a part program through all the steps for the
forming cycles. The load and unload operations still work the same as the semi mode
for loading and unloading parts on the machine.

Loading the machine
Loading a part on to the machine is generally a manual operation but, in most cases,
the operator can use the Return position to pre locate the machine to a load position.
This would be accomplished by setting the carriage, jaw swing and die table position to
the setup screen. The RETURN cycle uses the carriage outbound positions, the die
table downward position and the jaw swing Downward position.

Running the Forming Cycle
After the material has been loaded by the load cycle and the jaws are closed, the
automatic forming operation can be performed. Press the CYCLE START pushbutton
on the main operator panel to start the forming cycle. The control will run all the
programmed cycles (5 total if selected) in a sequential manner.
As the cycles are processed, the semi pushbutton lamps will flash
during the cycle being run and will stay on when the cycle finished. The
cycle start lamp will also illuminate when the machine is running the
program.

Unloading the machine
When the part has been formed by the form cycle, the operator will run the unload
operation of the control to run the unload cycle programming steps. First the jaws must
be opened and then by pressing the UNLOAD pushbutton will cause the control to run
the unload cycle steps. While the cycle is running, the UNLOAD lamp will flash until
finished and then stay illuminated. The load cycle will only operate when the jaws are
open on the machine
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Stopping the Cycle
If the operator wishes to stop the forming process or loading steps, there are 2 ways to
stop the machine with different results.
STOP PUSHBUTTON
The stop pushbutton will stop the control from processing the next step in the program.
If a step is being processed while this button is pressed, it will complete the axis
motions of the current step before stopping. To restart the cycle, the operator would
press the CYCLE START pushbutton again.
RESET PUSHBUTTON
Pressing the RESET pushbutton will reset the control operation and stop all axis motion
immediately. The program step counter will be reset back to 1 and the program will
have to be re-run again from the start.

Pausing the Cycle
While the control is processing the part, the operator can pause the
forming and loading cycles by pressing the PAUSE Pushbutton. When
this button is pressed, the control will perform a feed hold on the servo
axes of the machine. Pressing the button again will release the servos
to start moving once again. When the pause function is active, the PAUSE lamp will
flash, and the HMI will indicate the machine is in pause mode.

Single Block
If the control is placed into the single block mode, the operator must
press the CYCLE START pushbutton each time to process one step at a
time. This is useful when debugging a part program. To place the
control into the single block one, click on the SINGLE BLOCK indicator
on the HMI screen. It will highlight to green color when it is active.
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Loading a Part program
To load a part program from the control hard disk, follow these steps
1. Place the control into the manual or MDI mode
2. Select the SETUP screen by pressing the setup menu at the
top of the screen
3. Press the LOAD PROGRAM screen button and the control will
display a file dialog window.
4. Select the NC part file you wish to load and press the OPEN button on the dialog
window.
5. All the programming fields will now be populated from the data in the NC
program.

Saving a Part program
To save a part program from the control hard disk, follow these steps
1. Place the control into the manual or MDI mode
2. Select the SETUP screen by pressing the setup menu at the top
of the screen.
3. Make sure to save any edits that may have changed by pushing
the SAVE EDIT Button.
4. Press the SAVE PROGRAM screen button and the control will display a file
dialog window.
5. Enter the name of the file to use for the NC part file you wish to save and press
the Save button on the dialog window.
6. The program is now saved on the hard drive of the control.

New Part program
To start a new program, follow these steps
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place the control into the manual or MDI mode
Press the NEW PROGRAM button.
Confirm you want to initialize.
The control is ready for a new program.
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Importing a DEMOTT program
To import a DEMOTT program. Follow these steps
1. Place the control into the Manual or Edit mode
2. Select the Setup Screen.
3. Press the OPEN DEMOTT FILE TO READ pushbutton to bring up
the open dialog box
4. Select the file you wish to load and press the Open button.

5. The program will now be loaded. You must save the program to the hard drive.
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Teaching a New Part Step Program
The teach method on the ME1250F allows the operator to teach the steps needed to
form a part and record them for automatic operation. This method basically calls for the
operator to manually form a part after pre-stretch and record the steps to the control
memory. With this ability, parts can be programmed quickly and accurately.

Loading the machine
Prior to starting the teach mode, the operator would load a part onto the machine
manually and position the machine to the desired start location of the form. Values of
this position would be set into the setup page values for the return cycle. After the part
is loaded, the operator can either manually pre-stretch the part or run relaxed if desired.
In most cases, the pre-stretch can be performed by using the MDI mode Pre pushbutton
to yield the part.
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Teaching the Program
After loading the part, the following steps should be followed to teach the program.
1. Place the control system into the manual operating mode. If the operator wishes
to use temporary motion for the jog buttons, Momentary Jogging should be
selected on the Setup Page.
2. Press the MANUAL TEACH MODE screen pushbutton to start the teach mode.
A message asking the operator if they desire to add the steps or start a new step
program. A yes answer will clear all the steps from the table, No will cause the
control to keep the steps in the table and add any new taught motion to it.

3. The operator will now use the jog pushbutton for the axes to move the machine
to the 1st step program. The Relative position displays will show the current
amount moved from the last step position.
4. When the desired position is set, press the TEACH STEP pushbutton to store the
movement to the step table. The values from the relative position will be
transferred to the step table and then cleared back to 0.000.
5. The operator will repeat steps 3 and 4 for each form step of the program.
6. When the programing has been completed or part formed, Press the MANUAL
TEACH MODE button to turn off the teach mode.
7. After the teach mode is turned off, the operator can use the Save NC file button
to save the program on to the control hard drive memory.

After the program has been taught, the operator can edit any of the steps if needed to
modify the forming steps.
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Progressive Elongation
The Progressive Elongation system allow the user to offset the step wrap program a
percentage of the part length. This system calculates a value to be added to each of
the steps when entered to the setup field. This value does not change the actual step
program values but instead, offsets them.
The formula for the progressive elongation is:
Step Offset = (Part Length * Progressive %) / Total Steps
The Step Offset is divided by 2 and added to each step on the left and right carriages.
Example:
Part Length is 200.00
Progressive Elongation = 2%
Total Steps is 200
.02 = (200 * .02)/200
The Step Offset would be equal to .02
This value would be divided between the left and right carriages so the value added to
each step would be .01
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Maintenance
Software Parameters
Setting System Parameters
For a description of these parameters, refer to the appendix in this manual. To change
a system parameter, follow these steps:
1. Select the Manual or MDI mode with the mode switch.
2. Push or click on the Parameters menu softkey to show the system parameters.
3. Click on the parameter text box you wish to change and enter the new value you
wish to use.
4. After all the changes have been done for the page, press the SAVE PARAMETERS
softkey on the HMI to save the parameters to the control parameter memory.

Warning: Incorrect settings of the system parameters can cause damage to the
machine and injury to the operator. Caution should be used when changing
these parameters.

Loading System Parameters
To load the parameters for a selected section, press the LOAD PARAMETERS softkey
and the last saved parameters from the hard disk will be loaded. To save them the
control, you must use the SAVE PARAMETERS softkey button to save them to the
controller.
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Appendix
Machine Parameters
The machine parameter changes the way the control calculates position, pressures,
alarm warnings and other aspects of the control system. Below are the descriptions of
these parameters grouped by the axis sections or general parameters.
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AXIS JOG FEEDRATES

This group of parameters sets the feedrate values when jogging for each axis. The
parameters are set from 0 - 40 max. There are 3 groups of feedrates of each basic axis
system.

JOGGING
This group determines the axis jogging speed used for the manual operation and
Manual Limit moves. This value can be set from 1 – 40ipm
RAPID
This group controls the feedrates used for the UNLOAD and RETURN cycles of the
control system. This value can be set from 1 – 40ipm
FORM
This group sets the default forming rates for the axes. It is mainly used to populate the
setup page when a new program is setup. This value can be set from 1 – 40ipm
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PRESSURE PARAMETERS
The pressure parameters set up how the control system calculates KIPS on the tension
cylinder system. The basic parameters control the scaling of the analog inputs to the
control. The bore and rod parameters determine what actual pressure is generated by
the cylinders during forming.

CYLINDER BORE DIAMETER
This parameter holds the diameter value for the bore of the cylinder. It is used to
calculate the actual force used when the cylinder is advancing. The setting range for
this parameter is 0.0 to 99.99.
CYLINDER ROD DIAMETER
This parameter holds the diameter value for the ROD of the cylinder. It is used to
calculate the actual force used when the cylinder is retracting. The setting range for this
parameter is 0.0 to 99.99.
BORE MIN IN PARAMETER
This parameter holds the minimum analog in D/A counts for the minimum setting of the
transducer pressure. It is part of the scaling calculation for the force exerted. The
setting range for this parameter is 0 to 2000 which represents 0-20ma from the sensor.
BORE MAX IN PARAMETER
This parameter holds the maximum analog in D/A counts for the maximum setting of the
transducer pressure. It is part of the scaling calculation for the force exerted. The
setting range for this parameter is 0 to 2000 which represents 0-20ma from the sensor.
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BORE MIN OUT PARAMETER
This parameter holds the minimum floating-point pressure value for the minimum setting
of the transducer pressure. It is part of the scaling calculation for the force exerted. The
setting range for this parameter is 0 .0 to 99999.99

BORE MAX OUT PARAMETER
This parameter holds the maximum floating-point pressure value for the maximum
setting of the transducer pressure. It is part of the scaling calculation for the force
exerted. The setting range for this parameter is 0.0 to 99999.99.
ROD MIN IN PARAMETER
This parameter holds the minimum analog in D/A counts for the minimum setting of the
transducer pressure. It is part of the scaling calculation for the force exerted. The
setting range for this parameter is 0 to 2000 which represents 0-20ma from the sensor.
ROD MAX IN PARAMETER
This parameter holds the maximum analog in D/A counts for the maximum setting of the
transducer pressure. It is part of the scaling calculation for the force exerted. The
setting range for this parameter is 0 to 2000 which represents 0-20ma from the sensor.
ROD MIN OUT PARAMETER
This parameter holds the minimum floating-point pressure value for the minimum setting
of the transducer pressure. It is part of the scaling calculation for the force exerted. The
setting range for this parameter is 0 .0 to 99999.99
ROD MAX OUT PARAMETER
This parameter holds the maximum floating-point pressure value for the maximum
setting of the transducer pressure. It is part of the scaling calculation for the force
exerted. The setting range for this parameter is 0.0 to 99999.99.
DIF PRESSURE OFFSET PARAMETER
This floating-point value offsets the differential pressure to bring the cylinder KIPS
values to 0 when there is no movement of the unloaded cylinders. This value can be
set from -100 to 100 kips.
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Example Setting:
Using a cylinder with a 12 inch bore, 6-inch rod and a pressure transducer that has a
range of 0-5000 psi, 4-20ma range.
Set the following parameters:
Cylinder Bore
12.000
Cylinder Rod
6.000
Bore Min In
200 (for a 0-20ma sensor, set to 0)
Bore Max In
2000 (2000 is the value when 20ma current)
Bore Min Out
0
Bore Max Out
5000 (the upper range of the sensor)
Rod Min In
200 (for a 0-20ma sensor, set to 0)
Rod Max In
2000 (2000 is the value when 20ma current)
Rod Min Out
0
Rod Max Out
5000 (the upper range of the sensor)
Pres Offset
Set to 0.
When the press is up and hydraulics are on, use the Pressure offset to zero the Force
readout for the selected cylinder.

Axis Limit Position Parameters
The axis limit positions set the jogging limits of the machine. They are using to stop the
axis from moving when exceeded during motion operations. There is another set in the
Fanuc system that will protect the machine from extreme over travels.
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Jaw Swing Pin Positions
This group of parameter positions sets the absolute location of the 9 different possible
locking positions on the TC1000 press. These values are used by the control to
automatically position the jaw swings to the pin position for locking.
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FANUC Macro Variable Parameters
The parameters described above are stored in Macro Variable memory of the Fanuc
control system. This section defines these variables.
501

Left Carriage Far Minus Limit

502

Left Carriage Far Plus Limit

503

Left Carriage Near Minus Limit

504

Left Carriage Near Plus Limit

505

Near Die Table Minus Limit

506

Near Die Table Plus Limit

507

Far Die Table Minus Limit

508

Far Die Table Plus Limit

509

Right Carriage Far Minus Limit

510

Right Carriage Far Plus Limit

511

Right Carriage Near Minus Limit

512

Right Carriage Near Plus Limit

513

Left Jaw Swing Minus Limit

514

Left Jaw Swing Plus Limit

515

Right Jaw Swing Minus Limit

516

Right Jaw Swing Plus Limit

517

Carriage Jog Feedrate

518

Carriage Rapid Feedrate

519

Die Table Jog Feedrate

520

Die Table Rapid Feedrate

521

Swing Jog Feedrate
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522

Jaw Swing Rapid Feedrate

523

Left Far Carriage Cylinder Bore Diameter

524

Left Near Carriage Cylinder Bore Diameter

525

Near Die Table Cylinder Bore Diameter

526

Far Die Table Cylinder Bore Diameter

527

Right Far Carriage Cylinder Bore Diameter

528

Right Near Carriage Cylinder Bore Diameter

529

Left Far Carriage Cylinder Rod Diameter

530

Left Near Carriage Cylinder Rod Diameter

531

Near Die Table Cylinder Rod Diameter

532

Far Die Table Cylinder Rod Diameter

533

Right Far Carriage Cylinder Rod Diameter

534

Right Near Carriage Cylinder Rod Diameter

535

Left Far Carriage Bore Minimum in

536

Left Near Carriage Bore Minimum in

537

Near Die table Bore Minimum in

538

Far Die Table Bore Minimum in

539

Right Far Carriage Bore Minimum in

540

Right Near Carriage Bore Minimum in

541

Left Far Carriage Bore Maximum in

542

Left Near Carriage Bore Maximum in

543

Near Die table Bore Maximum in

544

Far Die Table Bore Maximum in
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545

Right Far Carriage Bore Maximum in

546

Right Near Carriage Bore Maximum in

547

Left Far Carriage Rod Minimum in

548

Left Near Carriage Rod Minimum in

549

Near Die table Rod Minimum in

550

Far Die Table Rod Minimum in

551

Right Far Carriage Rod Minimum in

552

Right Near Carriage Rod Minimum in

553

Left Far Carriage Rod Maximum in

554

Left Near Carriage Rod Maximum in

555

Near Die table Rod Maximum in

556

Far Die Table Rod Maximum in

557

Right Far Carriage Rod Maximum in

558

Right Near Carriage Rod Maximum in

559

Left Far Carriage Bore Minimum Out

560

Left Near Carriage Bore Minimum Out

561

Near Die table Bore Minimum Out

562

Far Die Table Bore Minimum Out

563

Right Far Carriage Bore Minimum Out

564

Right Near Carriage Bore Minimum Out

565

Left Far Carriage Bore Maximum Out

566

Left Near Carriage Bore Maximum Out

567

Near Die table Bore Maximum Out
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568

Far Die Table Bore Maximum Out

569

Right Far Carriage Bore Maximum Out

570

Right Near Carriage Bore Maximum Out

571

Left Far Carriage Rod Minimum Out

572

Left Near Carriage Rod Minimum Out

573

Near Die table Rod Minimum Out

574

Far Die Table Rod Minimum Out

575

Right Far Carriage Rod Minimum Out

576

Right Near Carriage Rod Minimum Out

577

Left Far Carriage Rod Maximum Out

578

Left Near Carriage Rod Maximum Out

579

Near Die table Rod Maximum Out

580

Far Die Table Rod Maximum Out

581

Right Far Carriage Rod Maximum Out

582

Right Near Carriage Rod Maximum Out

583

Left Lock Pin Position 1

584

Left Lock Pin Position 2

585

Left Lock Pin Position 3

586

Left Lock Pin Position 4

587

Left Lock Pin Position 5

588

Left Lock Pin Position 6

589

Left Lock Pin Position 7

590

Left Lock Pin Position 8
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591

Left Lock Pin Position 9

592

Right Lock Pin Position 1

593

Right Lock Pin Position 2

594

Right Lock Pin Position 3

595

Right Lock Pin Position 4

596

Right Lock Pin Position 5

597

Right Lock Pin Position 6

598

Right Lock Pin Position 7

599

Right Lock Pin Position 8

600

Right Lock Pin Position 9

601

Left Far Carriage Force Offset

602

Left Near Carriage Force Offset

603

Near Die Table Force Offset

604

Far Die Table Force Offset

605

Right Far Carriage Force Offset

606

Right Near Carriage Force Offset

607

Carriage Form Feedrate
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FANUC Error Codes
Summary
This section describes the Fanuc generated alarms. These EX type alarms come from
the FANUC PMC.
List:
EX001 LEFT CARRIAGE OVER ANGLE LIMIT
This error is generated when the carriage or die table pair axes have a larger angle value than
15 degrees. This is a soft overtravel and the machine will not shut down unless the axes
continue to move further activating the hard overtravel switches on the machine. To clear this
alarm, depress and hold the overtravel release on the underside of the operator panel and jog
the axis to a smaller that 15 angle.
EX002 RIGHT CARRIAGE OVER ANGLE LIMIT
This error is generated when the carriage or die table pair axes have a larger angle value than
15 degrees. This is a soft overtravel and the machine will not shut down unless the axes
continue to move further activating the hard overtravel switches on the machine. To clear this
alarm, depress and hold the overtravel release on the underside of the operator panel and jog
the axis to a smaller that 15 angle.
EX003 DIE TABLE OVER ANGLE LIMIT
This error is generated when the carriage or die table pair axes have a larger angle value than
15 degrees. This is a soft overtravel and the machine will not shut down unless the axes
continue to move further activating the hard overtravel switches on the machine. To clear this
alarm, depress and hold the overtravel release on the underside of the operator panel and jog
the axis to a smaller that 13.1 angle.
2003 MAIN PUMP 1 RETURN HYDRAULIC FILTER CLOGGED
This error is generated the return pressure filter indicates that the filter is clogged. Check the
filter and replace if necessary. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the
cycle start function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
2004 MAIN PUMP 2 RETURN HYDRAULIC FILTER CLOGGED
This error is generated the return pressure filter indicates that the filter is clogged. Check the
filter and replace if necessary. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the
cycle start function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
2005 MAIN PUMP 3 RETURN HYDRAULIC FILTER CLOGGED
This error is generated the return pressure filter indicates that the filter is clogged. Check the
filter and replace if necessary. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the
cycle start function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
2006 MAIN PUMP 1 PRESSURE HYDRAULIC FILTER CLOGGED
This error is generated the supply pressure filter indicates that the filter is clogged. Check the
filter and replace if necessary. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the
cycle start function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
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2007 MAIN PUMP 2 PRESSURE HYDRAULIC FILTER CLOGGED
This error is generated the supply pressure filter indicates that the filter is clogged. Check the
filter and replace if necessary. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the
cycle start function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
2010 MAIN PUMP 3 PRESSURE HYDRAULIC FILTER CLOGGED
This error is generated the supply pressure filter indicates that the filter is clogged. Check the
filter and replace if necessary. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the
cycle start function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
2011 LEFT SWING FILTER CLOGGED
This error is generated the axis servo filter indicates that the filter is clogged. Check the filter
and replace if necessary. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the cycle
start function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
2012 RIGHT SWING FILTER CLOGGED
This error is generated the axis servo filter indicates that the filter is clogged. Check the filter
and replace if necessary. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the cycle
start function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
2013 LEFT CARRIAGE NEAR SERVOVALVE FILTER CLOGGED
This error is generated the axis servo filter indicates that the filter is clogged. Check the filter
and replace if necessary. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the cycle
start function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
2014 LEFT CARRIAGE FAR SERVOVALVE FILTER CLOGGED
This error is generated the axis servo filter indicates that the filter is clogged. Check the filter
and replace if necessary. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the cycle
start function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
2015 RIGHT CARRIAGE NEAR SERVOVALVE FILTER CLOGGED
This error is generated the axis servo filter indicates that the filter is clogged. Check the filter
and replace if necessary. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the cycle
start function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
2016 RIGHT CARRIAGE FAR SERVOVALVE FILTER CLOGGED
This error is generated the axis servo filter indicates that the filter is clogged. Check the filter
and replace if necessary. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the cycle
start function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
2017 DIE TABLE NEAR SERVOVALVE FILTER CLOGGED
This error is generated the axis servo filter indicates that the filter is clogged. Check the filter
and replace if necessary. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the cycle
start function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
2020 DIE TABLE FAR SERVOVALVE FILTER CLOGGED
This error is generated the axis servo filter indicates that the filter is clogged. Check the filter
and replace if necessary. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the cycle
start function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
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2021 COOLING WATER PRESSURE IS LOW
This error is generated when the cooling water pressure to the hydraulic heat exchanger has
low or no pressure. This alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the cycle start
function on the control. This will allow a part that is currently running to finish.
2022 LOW OIL LEVEL WARNING
This error is generated when oil level in the main hydraulic tank is low. This alarm will not
shutdown the machine but will disable the cycle start function on the control. This will allow a
part that is currently running to finish. Add oil to correct issue.
EX023 LOW OIL LEVEL SHUTDOWN
This error is generated when oil level in the main hydraulic tank is low. The machine will shut
down during this alarm to protect the machine. Add oil to correct issue.
2024 HYDRAULIC OIL TEMPRATURE WARNING
This alarm is generated when the oil temp of the machine exceeds the warning level. This
alarm will not shutdown the machine but will disable the cycle start function on the control. This
will allow a part that is currently running to finish. Check for excessive servo deviation or cooling
system failure.
EX025 HYDRAULIC OIL OVERTEMP SHUTDOWN
This alarm is generated when the oil temp of the machine exceeds the safe operation level.
The machine will shut down and will not be able to be restarted until the oil temp is lower than
the warning setpoint. Check for excessive servo deviation or cooling system failure.
EX026 HYDRAULIC PUMP MOTOR #1 OVERLOAD SIDE A TRIPPED
This error is generated when the low voltage side of the motor starter has tripped. Check motor
wiring and excessive load on motor. This fault will generally occur on start up of the pump
system. Reset overload in main electrical panel located to the left side of the operator panel.
EX027 HYDRAULIC PUMP MOTOR #1 OVERLOAD SIDE B TRIPPED
This error is generated when the high voltage side of the motor starter has tripped. Check motor
wiring and excessive load on motor. Reset overload in main electrical panel located to the left
side of the operator panel.
EX030 HYDRAULIC PUMP MOTOR #2 OVERLOAD SIDE A TRIPPED
This error is generated when the low voltage side of the motor starter has tripped. Check motor
wiring and excessive load on motor. This fault will generally occur on start up of the pump
system. Reset overload in main electrical panel located to the left side of the operator panel.
EX031 HYDRAULIC PUMP MOTOR #2 OVERLOAD SIDE B TRIPPED
This error is generated when the high voltage side of the motor starter has tripped. Check motor
wiring and excessive load on motor. Reset overload in main electrical panel located to the left
side of the operator panel.
EX032 HYDRAULIC PUMP MOTOR #3 OVERLOAD SIDE A TRIPPED
This error is generated when the low voltage side of the motor starter has tripped. Check motor
wiring and excessive load on motor. This fault will generally occur on start up of the pump
system. Reset overload in main electrical panel located to the left side of the operator panel.
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EX033 HYDRAULIC PUMP MOTOR #3 OVERLOAD SIDE B TRIPPED
This error is generated when the high voltage side of the motor starter has tripped. Check motor
wiring and excessive load on motor. Reset overload in main electrical panel located to the left
side of the operator panel.
EX034 CIRCULATION PUMP MOTOR OVERLOAD TRIPPED
This error is generated when the overload for the circulating pump has tripped. Check motor
wiring and excessive load on motor. Reset overload in main electrical panel located to the left
side of the operator panel.
2035 LUBRICATION PUMP MOTOR OVERLOAD TRIPPED
This error is generated when the overload for the lubrication pump has tripped. Check motor
wiring and excessive load on motor. Reset overload in main electrical panel located to the left
side of the operator panel.
EX036 SOLENOID 110 POWER CB8 TRIPPED
This error is generated when circuit break 2 has tripped. Check for shorts in the solenoid or
related wiring.
EX037 MACHINE DC I/O POWER CB6 TRIPPED
This error is generated when the 24dc power to the machine circuit breaker has tripped. Check
switch wiring for shorts to ground.
EX040 ESTOP PUSHBUTTON IS DEPRESSED
This error is generated when any of the emergency stop pushbuttons on the machines are
depresses. Check the buttons and reset them to clear fault.
EX0041 MACHINE IS IN ESTOP
This error is generated when the ESTOP relay is not on. Check hard limits and control for
errors.
EX0044 AXIS PROGRAM ERROR
This error is generated when there is a problem with the power motion programs. Reset system
to clear and try operation again.
2045 GREASE LEVEL IS LOW
This error is generated when the level of grease in the reservoir is low. Add grease to the lube
system reservoir.
2046 GREASE SYSTEM OVERPRESSURE ALARM
This error is generated when the pressure fed to the lube lines exceeds the normal pressure.
This usually indicates a blocked line in the system.
2047 GREASE SYSTEM OVER CYCLE ALARM
This error is generated when the volume sensing switch does not toggle in the duration set time.
This usually indicates that there is an open line in the system.
EX0050 MAIN CONTROL BATTERY LOW
This error is generated when the control battery located on the main control unit is low or at 0
volts. Replace the battery as soon as possible. Do not turn off the control system until the
battery has been replaced.
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EX0051 APC DETECTOR BATTERY LOW
This error is generated when the D cell batteries located on the right side of the operator control
panel are low or 0 volts. Do not turn off the control system until the battery has been replaced.
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